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The ultimate bread machine recipes. Because bread machines are more popular than ever, we

have revised our best-selling bread machine book with 50 new recipes. From traditional favorites to

innovative recipes that reflect today's tastes, this ultimate collection provides 300 recipes for one of

life's great pleasures: home-baked bread. Here are just a few of the delicious new recipes: Cracked

wheat Classic French Cinnamon raisin Flaxseed Coffee raisin Olive rosemary Currant bran Salsa

bread Bacon cheddar loaf Barley date Four-cheese pizzetta Maple oat Each recipe accommodates

1 1/2-pound and 2-pound machines, and there are recipes for other foods that can be made in a

bread machine, such as pasta, cakes and cookies. Well-developed and tested recipes along with

handy glossaries of baking terms and tons of tips and techniques enable the home chef to make

perfect bread every time.
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Donna Washburn and Heather Butt are professional home economists and baking experts, as well

as the authors of six cookbooks, including 250 Best American Bread Machine Baking Recipes.

Their bread machine books have sold more than 300,000 copies.

i made one loaf of bread using my breville bread machine since i am on a low sodium diet the recipe

was a fruit recipe i used the basic- rapid selection the recipe called fore one and a half tea spoons of

salt i used a half teaspoon of salt i had a good riseand a good tasting loaf.now if i can keep my cat

from sleeping on my keyboard cat hair every ware.



I love the bread machine cookbook. I purchased it at the same time I bought my first bread machine.

It has been extremely helpful with tips and has great recipes. They aren't kidding when they say

bread machines aren't very forgiving when you don't follow the recipe exactly. It also gave helpful

tips about cutting the amount of yeast back for high altitudes. Would definitely recommend this to

anyone who is interested in bread machines.

There isn't a single recipe in this book that hasn't come out delicious. This book makes me want to

use my bread maker every day! I can't imagine a recipe book that isn't more user friendly or more

comprehensive. My sister-in-law borrowed it so many times that I just ended up getting her one of

her own. You COULD scour the internet looking for a variety of recipes, but this book makes that so

much easier. The trouble shooting section is very helpful and gives you reasons why a loaf of bread

may not have turned out perfectly.

We gave this book as a gift because we already have a copy and love the recipes. This is a great

book and we highly recommend it for the variety and easy to follow recipes.

I have had a bread machine for a long time and always used the packaged bread formulas. As I

have a lot of allergies this book allows me to pick ingredients and evaluate what goes into the bread.

This has opened a whole new world of enjoyment with regard to bread. The book was just what I

was looking for and was easy to find on . It arrived quickly and in great shape.

This wonderful book was given to a friend to accompany a bread machine and jar of yeast. When

the book arrived, I looked through it and wished the order had been for myself. It has a wide variety

off recipes that will appeal to every appetite. My friend intends to try each recipe.

I have loved all of the recipes I made from this cook book! That said, it would have had 5 stars from

me if it gave the ingredients in weight instead of volume (and mL) and if it had 1 lb loaf recipes. But

the recipes are so good that it is no great hardship to make 1.5 lb loaves and with sites like

convert-to.com, I can do my own volume to weight conversions.

Some recipes area configured for 1.5 and 2.5 or 3 lb loaves which means a little math to figure the

right amounts for my 2 lb machine. The recipes I have tried were good but needed a little more
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